
Direct-to-page Onboarding

The user creates an account, and we want to provide the options for contribution at hand: 
- Contribute to the current article.
- Contribute in general.
- Contribute in the future.


The goal is to increase discoverability and encourage participation by providing guidance.



Option A: Modal dialog

Help Wikipedia
You can contribute to Wikipedia in different ways.

No thanks, maybe later

Find pages that need 
easy fixes

Edit this page
We’ll show you how

Provides the three options. Editing is emphasized.



No thanks, maybe later

Option A2: Modal Provides the three options. Editing and suggestions are provided 
at the same level.

You can contribute to Wikipedia, it’s easy

We’ll suggest pages that require simple 
spelling and grammar fixes.

Find pages that need easy fixes
We’ll show you how to modify a page.
Edit this page



You can make Wikipedia beter
If you find any mistake in the page, click “Edit”, and 
we’ll show you how to fix it.

It is a good way to get started as an editor
Find pages that need easy fixes

Option B: Callout Integrates into the page. Edit discovery is provided since the first 
step.



Option C: Instructions Finding article is shown first. Use of graphic elements to 
encourage participation.

You can contribute to Wikipedia, it’s easy

Spelling and grammar fixes are a good 
start

Find pages that need easy fixes
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We’ll show you how to modify a page
Edit this page

Fix itFind something broken



Looking for an easy way to contribute?

Under “contributions” you’ll find pages that need 
simple fixes such as spelling corrections.

Contributions Once the onboarding process is over (completed or abandoned), we can tell the 
user where to find more easy tasks. 



Search contributions

New contribution

Fix spelling and gramar Add links to articles Provide translations More

Contributions A “new contribution” bar is added to the contributions page. This allows users to 
access easy ways to contribute.


